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Vogt Named Dean
Of Business College

STUDENTS PASSING by the "McCarthy for President" tabU in
University Hall yesterday afternoon got a real earful, as a loud
2-hour marathon "discussion" of Vietnam was carried on. It all
started when a student stopped at the table and declared he
wanted the U.S. to stay in Vietnam and was voting for Nixon,
a debate ensued and a crowd gathered.
(Photo by Pete Hess)

Prof Calls U.S.
Society Absurd
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By JIM TAYLOR
Staff Writer
"America Is an absurd society."
These were the words of Dr.
William O. Relchert, professor of
political science who discussed
absurdity and authoritarianism In
the American society Wednesday
night In the Pink Dogwood Room.
Dr. Relchert said public education Is a prime example of American absurdity.
"We started to build an educational system to make every
American a sensible voter and
citizen," he said. "However, over
the years, absurdity has been allowed to creep In. To a very
large extent, the reason Is because our society has become authoritarian."
As an example of the absurdity of public education, Dr. Relchert said teachers, who represent
authority in the classroom must
get their authority out of textbooks.
He said, It Is up to the younger
generation to stop the progress of
absurdity in American society.
"The older generation says
things like -War is inevitable.'
They are products of an absurd
civilization," Dr. Relchert said.
"But the young people of today
are finding that It is possible to
refuse to be absurd—by protesting
the war for instance."
The only way to get away from
authoritarianism is to reach children before they become conditioned to the absurd society, rather
than try and change the adults, he
said.
"I am suggesting that children
be brought up to think they can,
as individuals, do things for themselves," Dr. Relchert stated.
"Give them a chance to grow up
without so much authority In their
lives."
Other examples of absurdity in
American society cited by Dr.
Relchert Included:
—the Vietnam War — "We are

fighting a war which we concocted
to prove something we know nothing
about."
« the conflict In Amsrlcan cities — "Our polltlclsns make mistakes and we are saddled with them
for the rest of our lives."
— the college process — "You
get a degree by sitting for four
years and listening to lectures
taken from outdated textbooks."
— entertainment —"What could
be more absurd? Just watch the
idiot box."
Summing up his feelings on absurdity and authority, he said the
heart is the only real seat of
authority.
"Listen to yourself, and you will
probably be right; listen to somebody else, and chances are you will
be wrong every time," he concluded.
About 75 persons attended the
program which was sponsored by
the Student Federatlonof Teachers.

Dr. William 0. Reichert

Dr. Karl E. Vogt, 38, has been
named dean of the College of
Business Administration, President William T. Jerome III announced today.
The new dean has been assistant to th ■; president and director
of the University's office of institutional studies and planning
for the past year, positions "which
have given me valuable background
information about the University
and the College of Business Administration," he said.
Dr. Vogt succeeds Dr. William
7. Schmeltz, who left the dean's
post last year to return to teaching and research. Dr. Warren C.
Waterhouse has been acting dean
this academic year.
The College of Business Administration is one of three undergraduate colleges and has more
than 2,000 students enrolled In
its eight departments. Another 150
students are enrolled in the three
master's degree programs.
The development of a doctoral
program and a center to provide
management development programs, such as international business, and provide students with
the best possible preparation to
meet the challenges of changing
business conditions," he said.
The new dean brings an extensive business education background to his position. Prior to
joining the Bowling Green staff
last year, Dr. Vogt was chairman of the organization and
management department at Syracuse University. He also served
as assistant dean of the College
of Business Administration for
five years and as acting dean for
one year.

|News On Break Too
;••: The News will publish its
x last Issue before Easter Va8 cation next Thursday. Pub•:•: Ucatlon will resume Wednesi&day, April 17. Deadline for
3 advertising to be published In
•:• the final Issue will be Tues:•: day noon.

•:•:
«
•:•:
x
S
•:•
:|:
•:•;

While In Columbia, South
America, from 1965 to 1967, Dr.
Vogt was a lecturer for the Institute Colomblano de Adm'slstraclon. The Institute was supported by Syracuse University and
the Agency for Inter national
Development.
A native of Boston, Dr. Vogt
was graduated from Holy Cross
College in 1952 and received his
master's degree in 1957 and his
doctorate In 1961, both from Syracuse University.
Active in professional affairs,
Dr. Vogt's memberships Include
the American Economic Association, the American Academy of
Political and Social Science, the
Association for Education In International Business, the Society for
College and 'University Planning
and the Association for Institutional Research.
Dr. Vogt has also written a
number of articles for professional
business magazines.

Dr. Karl E. Vogt

Council Faced With
Mass Resignations
En masse resignations face
Student Council unless University
President William Jerome declares the first of two Student
Body elections last year invalid.
Twelve members (named In a
letter to the editor today), stated
the Student Court decision last
year to set aside the April 12th
election was not decided on "the
principles of democracy and justice." They gave April 18 as the
date they plan to resign.
Most slgnees said the issue was
not one of bitterness, but a matter
of legality.
"I don't wish to have my name
associated with any organization
whose members are not duly elected," stated Allen Baldwin, Junior,
and Council commiiter representative.
"It's a matter of principle,"

commented Ann McCullough, AWS
representative to Council.
"This situation should have been
corrected long ago," said Al Morgan, senior representative. "The
only reason we've waited this long
to voice such a protest is that
we now have the legal opinions of
two independent law firms to support us."
Richard Brenner, freshman representative, said the petition
should not be construed as a
threat. "How else are we to challenge what we think Is an unfair
election?"
"I simply feel Ashley Brown
was duly elected on April 12,
1967," said Phil Campbell Council commltteeman. "The lawyers
who recently agreed that there
never should have been a second
(Continued on Page 3)

Convention Delegates Meet

New Council Plan Aired
By JIM MARINO
Ai.st. Editorial Editor
There's asalesmon'sconvention
In town.
But these are specialized salesmen, as the product they're peddling Is student government.
Dissatisfied with what he termed
the "failure" of present Student
Council make-up to voice student
opinions on pertinent University
affairs, Al Morgan, senior representative, proposed a new constitution be formulated posthaste.
That was several weeks ago.
Last night was the first meeting
where present Student Council
members and newly elected constitutional delegates ("new faces
for new ideas," Morgan said) could
tackle the multl-fasceted problems
of drafting framework for such
a political document.
Morgan Is the convention chairman, assisted by vice-chairman
Paul Buehrer, Junior representative, and co-ordlnator, Richard
Brenner, freshman representative.
At this first meeting, Buehrer

specified six categories of committees which the proposed constitution would operate under.
These committees are: Student
Rights; Student Grant of Powers;
Procedural Structure of Student
Government; Student-Faculty Relationships; Student-Administrator
Relationships; Student Body Organization Incorporation Feasablllty.
Members to sit on these committees will be named by the convention officers at the next convention meeting, Thursday, April
4, according to the preferences
of the persons applying.
"We'll keep in mind the fact
that some comntttee people will
be graduating this year, and we'll
perpetuate the committee's actions
by getting some underclassmon in
the groups as well," explained
Buehrer.
Other questions the next meeting will discuss, the officers said,
would be the committee's chairmanships, creation of a rules and
regulations committee which would

dee'de on the organizational procedures for passage of bills and
other parliamentary concerns, and
other particulars.
Morgan emphasized that as the
recent elections for convention
delegates was not publicized sufficiently for a great voter turnout,
some residence halls were without representation.
"As soon as these halls elect
a delegate, we'll be most happy
to seat them and solicit their
Ideas, too, on how to make this
new constitution the best ever,"
he said.

|Few Tickets Left§.
■:•: A limited number of tickets :•:•
:•:■ for the Peter, Paul and Mary's |:j:
« concert are still available. S
g Tickets for $2, $2.50, and g
:•:• $3 are available and will be •:•:
•:•: on sale at the door.
:•:•
•:•: The concert will begin at £
:•:• 8:15 p.m., Sunday, In Anderson •:•:
■:•: Arena.
j:j
&«-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x*x-xx:x£:
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EdMxytXai/
Due to a printer'i error, yesterday'■ editorial
wa* unreadable. The original editorial appeari
below -■ corrected.

8

Decisions, decisions, decisions. Now even
the President has to make one!
As a result of Student Council's appeal to
the highest authority, concerning the validity
of last year's election fiasco, the ball has
been hit into the President's court. Knowing the President's skill on the paddle tennis
court, we suspect that that same Council
ball will be returned with vigor.
The question of whether election No. 1 or
No. 2, or either, were in fact legitimate is the
main point. University-based legal buzzards
squashed election No. 1; outside authorities
squelched election No. 2; and now the whole
thing has been placed fairly and squarely in
the President's lap.
Whichever way he handles the ball however,
he will be met with opposition. That's the
price the President has to pay—that's the
price any President has to pay anywhere.
Still the question remains—which election

i I

Jerome's Court |
PRINTED CORRECTLY
was valid—should Drown or Witjas occupy the
seat of vice-president of Student Body this
year?
Whatever Dr. Jerome and his minions decidc, the legal and binding opinion will be
pretty much academic. Council action is almost over. Elections will take place within
a month and new officers will be sitting in
the key positions. This year will be history.
Of course it's a matter of principle for the
parties involved.
Hut after a year, will the final decision be
any clearer than the other two?
The real facts of the case are blurred by
time. Many of the witnesses, judges, and
justices are no longer in school.
In our opinion a decision should be made,
for the record, and this whole business should
not be blown out of proportion.
The lesson to be learned from the debacle
is that the Elections Board should ensure
that this year's election is fair and fool
proof. If this can be accomplished, all those
involved will be a little wiser and in a better
position to get it right the first go-around.

REFLECTION!)"

:•:
By Wallace W. Taylor:
g
•:•
This is the second of a two part series by Wallace W. Taylor,
£
dean of men, on student rights. The guest column has been di'■;'■_
vided into questions and answers, three of which ore presented
:•:
below.
:|:
•:•
j:j
Do students really understand the complexities of the Univer:j:
sity?
:j;
We have heard It said occasionally, that students today show little
•:•
interest in discussions of educational matters, opinions by adminis8
tration or faculty, perhaps It is true that they do not show up for
:•:
the meetings but I do not believe It to be from lack of Interest. As
•:•
we have said, many students know the predicament of faculty members—their departmental obligations and publication pressures. They
•:•
know the problems of the president of a university with legislators,
g
and with the public when he attempts to bring about changes In so•••
cial or political matters.
•:•
But they seem less and less willing to accept twj sorts of things.
jjj
First, they do not wish to be treated as If they do not understand
:•:
the situation adequately, as If they had to be told what to do, rather
:•:
than be made working partners. This is not easy, for true partnership would require, for instance, a real accommodation by faculty
•:•
of students In their teaching habits.
3
Second, students do not want to have the complexity of the situ:•:
ation—that is the multiplicity of alms and conflicting pressure of
parents, future employers, alumni, legislators, newspapers, and the
public-used ** *" excuse for inaction. The fact of complexity in no
way alleviates the difficulty of their own situation an! they are getting restless about having their intellectual, moral, and emotional
well being sacrificed to institutional complexities and the interests
of other groups particularly when we profess that the University
is for students.

of students about living conditions and parental attitudes?

By Eric Hoffer.

It Is easy to underestimate the
part played by Russia's and China's past In the evolvement of
their present Marxist systems.
A century ago Alexander Herzen
predicted that Russian Communism would be Russian autocracy
turned upside down. In China,
where Mandarin lntellectulas had
the management of affairs in their
keeping for centuries, the present dictatorship of an lntellectocracy is more a culmination of ,
than a rupture wtn^the past.
In Western Europe and the U.S.A.
where the tradition of Individual
freedom has deep roots in both
the educated and the uneducated,
the Intellectuals cannot be selfrighteous enough nor the masses
submissive enough to duplicate the
Russian and the Chinese experience. Thus In the Occident the
militant Intellectual Is a stable
type and a typical irrltant| and
whenever the Influence of the Occident becomes strong enough the
chronically disaffected intellectual
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appears on the scene and pits
himself against the prevailing dispensation, even when It is a dispensation powered by his fellow Intellectuals.
Stalin's assertion that "no ruling class has managed without
its own Intelligentsia" applies of
course to a totalitarian regime.
A society that can afford freedom
can also manage without a kept
Intelligentsia: It is vigorous enough
to endure ceaseless harassment
by the most articulate and perhaps most gifted segment of the
population. Such harassment Is the
"eternal vigilance" which we are
told Is the price of liberty.
In a free society internal tensions are not the signs of brewing anarchy but the symptoms of
vigor—the elements of a selfgenerating dynamism. Though
there is no unequivocal evidence

Student Power

What is the University doing to remedy some of the complaints

A Kind Word For The Intellectual
The Incontestable fact Is that
the chronic carping of the militant intellectual has been a vital
factor In the Occident's social progress. The blast of the Intellectual's trumpets has not brought
down or damaged our political
and economic Institutions. Napoleon predicted that Ink would do
to the modern social organization
what cannon had done to the feudal system.
Actually, In the Occident, Ink
has acted more as a detergent than
an explosive. It Is doubtful whether
without the activities of the penand-ink tribe the lot of common
people would be what It is now.

View From
The Tower

that the intellectual Is at his creative beat In a wholly free society,
It is indubitable that his Incorporation In, or close association
with; a ruling elite sooner or later results In social and cultural
stagnation.
The chronic frustration of the
Intellectual's hunger for power
and lordship not only prompts him
to side with th i Insulted and Injured but may drive
him to
compensate for what he misses
by realizing and developing his
capacities and talents.
It goes without saying that to
the typical Intellectual the situation In the free world Is a monstrous aberration. He cannot see
how anyone can justify a state of
affairs In which the gifted segment of the population Is denied
Its heart's desire while the masses go from strength to strength.

I am not sure that we only scratched the surface, but first we are
attempting to learn more about the student's academic and nonacademic lives and the general attitudes toward the situations. We
are gaining more knowledge by devoting an Important part of our
time to listening to what students have to say.
Second, we are making known to parents of Incoming freshmen
the decline In the University's attitude and position of acting in loco
parentls— that is, In place of the parents. The University is no longer
in a position of child rearing. The students are not only willing but
are demanding to assume a much greater share of the responsibility for their behavior.
It may, of course, be questioned whether at any time University
rules actually provided effective control over behavior in such matters as drinking, sexual practices, and In Intellectual Involvement.
Perhaps we are approaching a realization as administrators that
we simply cannot control as much of behavior as might appear desirable.
It Is time that I think, we turn our attention to what we can do;
that is to fulfill an Important educational function by providing more
faculty for advisers and Instructors in these critical areas.
By reducing of administrative attempts at control, students will
be forced to realize more clearly that their decisions are their
own and affect their lives.
Thirdly, we are also attempting to Involve students In some of
the University's Internal problems. Students are demanding a share
In the faculty problems of teaching and should certainly be allowed
to share in their concerns about getting through to the students.
How should the role of students be looked at by administrators?

From Our Readers
On Wed., March 20, a special Student Council Committee on Election Irregularities made a brief report. Although short, this report
showed that two well-respected law firms disagreed with the verdict of
Student Court on the case concerning the April 12th Student Body Elections of last year.
Both law firms were Independent of the University and both firms
were nonpartlsan In their decisions. One of these law firms (Lubitsky and Lubitsky) felt that "The court missed the entire point
which Is raised in that section of O.J.: 2nd. Reading that section In
toto, the only conclusion reasonable minds can reach Is that such
irregularities must be fraudulent..."
As the court case analysis made by this firm was concise, wellconstructed and legally sound, there is little doubt that they are
correct in their conclusions since no substantial evidence has yet
been put forth otherwise.
We find that this situation points out the completely inadequate
decision of Student Court concerning this case and, on a greater
scope, also brings to light the actions of som<; Individuals and organizations to act "In the better Interests" of the University rather
than In principles of Justice and democracy they ascribe to.
Since Student Court has made claim to being a legal branch of the
state court system, they should act In these principles. We feel
that they have not done so In the past Student Body Election case.
Due to the above reasons, we will resign our positions from this
Student Council which we feel Is illegally constituted at the next
Student Council meeting or within 3 weeks of today March 25, 1968.
We will take this action unless the Student Court case concerning last
spring's Student Body Election Is overturned and the April 12 election declared valid.
Since the next step in the University court system is the President, we appeal to him to act In the principles of democracy and Justice by following our suggestions.
We would also like to make It quite clear to those that criticize
our action that we are not dealing with personalities. To those who
think that our stand is one of personality conflicts, we ask them
to re-evaluate their positions.
Paul Buehrer
Kenn A. Rohrs
Thomas R. Blaha
Thomas W. Maher
Allen R. Baldwin
Bob Judy
Phil Campbell
John Thomas
Fran Peskor
Al Morgan
Ann McCullough
Rick Brenner

We should give students as much responsibility as they can handle, accenting shared Interest and concerns and goals, relying on
them for information, having faith In them. The first step Is listening to them—but listening that is neither a subtle form of "telling"
nor a manipulative attempt to let them blow off steam.
We should certainly consider enlarging the opportunities for choice.
In response both to the demands for more autonomy and the greater
diversity of students we serve, we need to enlarge the opportunities
for students own choice. We need a wider variety of types of academic programs within the University framework; more opportunity
for field work, for work experiences, and for relating these to the
academic work; more variety of on campus and off campus living;
opportunities for studying away from the college In other parts of
the United States and most important, abroad.
One of the real problems in student-college relations today Is the
differential time span of students and faculty or administrators.
Students need to see results sooner both because they are younger
and because they have only a four year tenure.
We will need to overhaul our decision making machinery so the
student can see the results of their thoughts and demands much sooner.
Whether In the academic area or other areas, this will not help
only them to participate more effectively but will also make educational capital from seeing of bad suggestions inacted.
I trust that no one will have drawn the conclusion from my remarks
that I regard the present situation as disagreeable, Indeed I view the
difficulties I have raised as growing pains, a tribute to the past
educational efforts of you, the parents, the schools that have produced
the current group of articulate sensitive and enterprising University
students.
The present situation In our University can have all the excltment ot first pioneering and may allow us to start a new chapter In
the history of education.

The B-C News is published Tuesdays thru Fridays during the
regular school year, except holiday periods, and once a week
during summer sessions, under authority of the Publications
Committee of Bowling Green State University.
Opinions expressed in editorials, editorial cartoons or other
columns in the News do not necessarily reflect the opinions of
the University Administration, faculty or staff or the State of
Ohio.
Opinions expressed by columnists do not necessarily
reflect the opinions of the B-G News.
Editorials in the News
reflect the opinions of the mojority of members of the B-G News
Editorial Board.
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Orchesis '68 Featured
By MARY ANN DUDLEY
Staff Writer
A dance recital featuring Orchesis '68 will be presented at
8:15 p.m., Saturday In the recital
hall. Admission Is 50 cents for
students and one dollar for adults.
Orchesis Is a Greek word that
means to move, or to dance. Music is not necessarily Involved In
orchesis for orchesis may be accompanied by various sounds or It
may be performed In silence. Yet,
audiences prefer orchesis accompanied by music because music
makes It easier for the audience
to understand orchesis.

The orchesis group has been
planning and practicing for the
last six weeks. Twenty-two women
Will be perfor mine In Or chests'68.
Mrs Marglt Heskett,asslstantprofessor of health and physical education and director of Orchesis
•68, announced that three men will
also be performing in the recital.
Orchesis '68 consists of 12 varied dances. The opening dance
Is a duet entitled "Two Sides of
Love" and is followed by another
duet, a slapstick comedy with music by Albertlne. Next Is a medley of audition dances.
"Credo and Benedlctus" fea-

Newsline
Why aren't we getting the B-G Newt at Common* any more?
(DK)
How nice to know we've been mlssedl However, Ron Boose,
business manager, has agreed to resume delivery to Commons.
« * *
Why does spring vacation hove to be so early? Why can't
we have it the week after Easter? (TT)
Because It would take too long to change the old established
custom. It would be in committee so long, Easter would be a
thing of the past before the bill was passed. Besides, Newsline
was told the week before Easter divides the semester more
equally than the week after Easter would.
* * *
As usual, this space is devoted to corrections. The band at
the CI was called the Independent Klass, not Clause. Sorry,
band.

March In Memphis
Erupts Into Violence
MEMPHIS, Teniu (AP) - Some
4,000 riot-trained National
Guardsman moved Into Memphis
yesterday to put down looting and
rioting which erupted earlier In
the day during a Negro protest
march led by Martin Luther King.
Police said one Negro was shot
to death.
"The situation In Memphis was
worsened," the governor announced from his office in Nashville. "There are groups of rioters scattered throughout the
areas." By nightfall, a state of
emergency was declared.
Police armed with rifles and
shotguns and firing tear gas, sealed
off Be ale Street, historic home
of the blues.
At least three policemen were
injured, one reported seriously,
and a television newsman also
was hurt before the march, in
support of the city's striking garbage collectors, broke up. About
98 per cent of the 1,300 strikers
are Negroes.
King had flown into Memphis
to lead the march, but left it
as soon as the violence broke
out and returned to the church
headquarters.
The march had moved about a
half-block on Beale when a group
of about 20 to 30 young Negroes
suddenly dashed along the sidewalk and began smashing In the
windows of a clothing store. With-

in moments shoes and other articles of apparel were flying over
the heads of the crowd.
By the time the street was cleared, more than a dozen store fronts
were smashed.
All but a few of the 1,300 sanitation workers struck Feb. 12,
demanding higher pay, city recognition of their union and payroll deductions of their union dues.
Mayor Henry Loeb has said repeatedly he would not give In on
the recognition or the checkoff
Issue.

Mora About:

Resignations
(Continued from Page 1)
election have reaffirmed our original contentions."
President Jerome, who will
make the final ruling on which
election to honor by April 3, said
he was unaware certain council
members would resign If Ashley
Brown was not seated as Student
Body Vice Presidency.
"I believe the dignity of council is suffering from this petition,"
said Jeff Wltjas, present Student
Body vice president. "This action
borders on the Incompetent."
Wltjas said he presently Is doing
his work as vice president, and
will wait out the Presldei t'i decision.

NOW THRU TUES. APR. 2f| A

7FI

At 7:20, 9:30
^* %mf\
M- L. L.
Sat. & Son. at 2, 3:40, 5:20, 7:20, 9:30

SIDNEY POITIER

as the teacher who learns the ABC's
from London's turned-on teens!

tures excerpts from "Miss on
F" by Paster. "Pavane", apreclasslcal dance to music by Rave ne, has an underlying feeling of
lost love. Following "Pavane" is
"Life and Death" with music by
Barber.
"Oedipus' Death" Is a dance
dram* to music by Paster. Next
is "Catharsis of Three Clowns"
with music by Varese, followed by
"Chess Game" performed to music by Albertlne. "Abstract Figures" is done to music composed
by Pass.
The last d a n c e, called "Machine," shows the way the thread
and the gears move in textile mills.
The composer of the music Is
Schumann.
Last October, the members of
the group performed in Fostorla
for the Northwest Music Teachers'
Association, and last November,
the group performed "Mass on
F" here. Two weeks ago, the
orchesis group appeared in Marlon at the Arts Festival at Harding High School. The group hopes
to perform "Oedipus' Death" again
this year for the University's
School of Music.

Oladipupo Gets
Gerladi Award
Raymond Oladipupo was the
recent recipient of the Fred Gerlach Award. This award is presented bl-annualy, in February
and in October, to a student who
has made unusual and continuous
contributions to lntercultural exchange and to International understanding. At the same time, the
student must maintain a high scholastic average.
The award Is provided by a
grant from Mr. Frledhelm Gerlach
who was a Bowling Green student
In the late 1940's until 1952. He
received his BS in Business Administration and his MBA.

DONNY'S LOUNGE
Live Entertainment
Wed., Fri.
I Sat. Nights
Movies Thurs. Night
WO WASHINGTON AVENUE
ELYRIA, OHIO

MOSCOW
The Soviet Union yesterday ordered a state funeral for Yuri A.
Gagarin, who became the first man to orbit the earth but perished
in a plane crash. The death plunged the nation into mourning, but a
spring space shst is expected by members of the Soviet cosmonaut
detachment, which Col. Gagarin commanded.
• * *
WISCONSIN
Politicking is getting heavy as three Republican and two Democratic
candidates—plus a host of President Johnson backers—press final
campaigns for Wisconsin's primary vote next Tuesday.
» » •
SAIGON
A supersonic FIIIA, the newest warplane In the U.S. arsenal, was
"overdue on a mission In Southeast Asia," the U.S. com n.uid reported Thursday. A spokesman for the command said no details
would be available on the missing plane for security reasons.
• * *

Campus Calendar
FIN-N-FALCON SCUBA CLUB
Will meet at 8 p.m., Sunday In
the Ohio Suite.
* * •
UNIVERSITY PARTY
Meeting at 3:00 p.m. Sunday,
in Room 216 University Hall.
* • •
YOUNG REPUBLICANSCLUB
Meeting at 8:00 p.m., Monday,
in the Alumnae Room. Mr. Denver Eckert, delegate to the National
Republican Convention in San
Francisco in 1960 and 1964, will
speak.
* • •
PHI ALPHA THETA
Will meet in the White Dogwood
room Monday, at 6:15 p.m. New
members will be initiated at this
time. Invitations are In the mall.
* » *
INTERNATIONAL CIRCLE K
Will meet at 7:00 p.m. Monday
on the third floor of the Union.

Open to aU students.
» * *
BETA ALPHA PSI
Meeting at 7:00 p.m. Monday in
the Capital Room. Miss Hlghfleld
of the firm of Gattner, Price &
Hlghfleld will speak on the American Woman's Society of C.P.A.'s.
* * •
UNIVERSITY YOUTH COUNCIL
All members are reminded of the
northwest one - day conference,
Saturday, 9:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
In the Men's Gym. You may come
at any time for any part of the
activities. .
* • *
SAILING CLUB
Bowling Green Sailing Club will
conduct a clean-up picnic at 10
a.m. Saturday, March 30, 1968,
at Its storage barn across from
the golf course on Poe Road. The
barn will be used to house the club's
boats.

SAVE
Shirts Laundered 28< each
Fast quality service
The most modern equipped
plant in B.G.
21 yrs. same location

LONGS ONE HOUR CLEANERS
228 N. Main

(near Post Office*

GET HIGH FOR FLORIDA

WIN A
$100.00 VACATION
WARDROBE iwnwBU
REGISTER FREE AT
THE "U" SHOP
One guy & one girl will win a $100.00 wardrobe free. All
you have to do is register. Contest starts now and drawing will be Thursday, April 4th.

JAMES CUVELL'S WttlWOf

"TO SIR,
WITH

532 E. WOOSTER
Bowling Green, Ohio
352-5J65
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Male In Women's World

'You're Sure It's MR. Hinkle?'

SHOWN' TELL ■- Everyone's interested, including the teacher.

STORY TIME - Kindergarteners listen to a story told by Tom
Hinkle.
By JIM GORDON
Ass't. Professor of Journalism
"A male kindergarten teacher?
Are you sure the name Isn't MRS.
Hinkle?" puzzled parents ask.
The children are right. The
student teacher Is Tom Hinkle.
And the young man Is about to
enter the woman's world of kindergarten teaching.
Krledrlch Froebel would like
this. After all, Herr Froebel
Invented kindergarten In Germany
131 years ago.
Tom Hinkle will receive hla
bachelor's degree In education In
June from Bowling Green State
University. Of the 900 seniors
graduating as teachers, Tom will
be the only man certified to teach
kindergarten.
Meanwhile, he Is completing
eight weeks of practice teaching
with 60 five-year-olds at Conneaut Elementary School In Bowling Green. Earlier this month
he signed a contract with a suburban Cincinnati school system
and next fall he hopes to have
his own kindergarten.
The textbooks In the BGSU Library refer to the kindergarten
teacher as she and her. Its understandable that Tom's students
forget occasionally and call him
"Mrs. Hinkle."
Tom Is a rare one. So rare,
an accurate head count of male
teachers In the kindergarten Is
all but Impossible. One former
teacher several years ago estimated the national total at 40.
Statisticians at the State Department of Education in Columbus
have no accurate figures. The best
they can offer Is that of the 10,000
new teachers who will be graduated
In June from Ohio's colleges and
unlversltltes, there might be four
or five men prepared to teach at
the kindergarten level. Certification requires completion of a
course In kindergarten methods
and materials and student teaching
In kindergarten.
"Anything more than a handful
of men Is remote," according to
Dr. Wayne Carle, an assistant
superintendent of public Instruction.
Tom believes It Is an old wives'
tale that men don't have the
patience, understanding, and tenderness needed by the young.
"I've been taught patience all
my life," he said. Both his parents are teachers. "I've always enjoyed working with children," he
added, recalling earlier school
days when he babysat with the
mischief makers his two younger
sisters declined to care for.
In high school near Cincinnati,
Tom won letters as a 180-pound

center on the football team (he
almost won a letter In milkshake
drinking during the season to gain
weight), 133-pound wrestler, and
discuss thrower on the track team.
He played sousaphone In the band
and was a photographer for the
yearbook and newspaper.
At Bowling Green, he Is a cadet
officer In the Army ROTC. Upon
graduation he will be commissioned a second lieutenant In the
Army Reserve and after his year
of teaching, he'll serve two years

on active duty.
As a dormitory counselor at
Rodgers Quadrangle, Tom sees a
similarity between kindergarten
pupils and university freshmen.
"Questions over and over. They
ail talk your arm off."
He believes that "children need
to be heard. Unity as a family
Is breaking down. With parents
often working, there's a shortage
of listeners." And as a substitute
father In kindergarten, Tom Is an
excellent—and patient—listener.
Children love him.
Educators generally appear to
be pleased with the appearance
of Tom on the kindergarten scene,
although there Is an occasional
hold-out for the mother Image.
Bowling Green's director of
student teaching, Dr. I.orrene L.
Ort, professor of education, said
she hopes the male kindergarten
teacher Is not becoming extinct
and, In fact, detects a slight increase In the number of men preparing to teach In the lower grades.
"I welcome young men who have
the qualities to be teachers not
only In kindergarten but In all

GAMMA PHI
PLEDGES
Soy:

the primary grades," Dr. Ort
said. "We don't have enough male
representation today."
Tom's supervising teacher at
Conneaut agrees. Mrs. Patricia
McGlnnls, a kindergarten teacher
for nearly 20 years, suggested that
fathers today often are too busy
to spend sufficient time with their
sons and daughters.
On campus after his dally student teaching, Tom aerves as president and only manlnthe200-member Bowling Green chapter of the
Association for Childhood Education, a professional group dedicated to Improving the quality of
education in the lower grades.
He will represent the local ACE
at the national annual conference
next month In San Diego.

OFFICIAL
RING DAY

We're lovin'

TOM HINKLE - One of the
few mole kindergarten teachers.

our Bigs!

)ate.

Get high for

ime

your
Eoster Baskets.

CLOCK

Pancake House

Features:
^Char-Broiled Steaks & Chops
* Full Course Family Diners

412 East Wooster St.
Phone 352-6332

A D Pi's
SAY:
What's Cooking Phi Delts?
Get High For Greek Day!

One day last week Tom brought
some hockey equipment to Conneaut School to Introduce his pupils
to the sport, now growing In popularity In the Bowling Green area
because of the university's new
Ice arena.
Another day he brought a 40pound sousaphone to Illustrate the
story of "Tubby the Tuba." Often
Tom is on the floor with the
children during play periods listening to them describe their doll
houses and their block castles.
He ties shoe laces by the score
and buttons coats by the tens. One
morning before school began, he
repaired a paper trimmer.
The consensus among the
women: It's so nice to have a man
around the school house.

AmL2_
9 A.M. Till
5 P.M.
in the

University
Bookstore
In The Union
a Trained College
Specialist from
JOHN ROBERTS
wants to meet you

&**.

X^MWjmM
mSffl/A

Hv^^H
w^^ Hm

He will assist you in selecting the ring that is
right for you . . . with the proper stone, weight
and style, for the most lasting and beautiful
symbol of your educational achievement.
FOUR WEEK SHIPMENT
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Tonight's The Night!

Light, Action, Curtain... Ice Horizons Debut
I*

By BILL DIAMOND
F
eature Writer
It Is tonight. Colored lights around the Ice stage Illuminate multicolored geometric patterns
painted and frozen Into the Ice.
The curtains sparkling under the
spotlights. A feeling of curiosity
14fcid excitement stirs the audience
as they wait patiently.
The curtain goes up. "It Is
like traveling from one country to
another," Ardlth Paul, freshman
in the College of Business Administration and winner of six gold
medals, said.
"The mood Is bright and gay
and fast paced! There Is a slight
pause between the production numbers coming on, and the first number skaters getting off the ice,"
Miss Paul said.
Between productions, the continuity of the program will not
be lost however, because guest
skaters will entertain under the
spotlight. "There Isn't Justamasa
of skaters on the ice," Miss Paul
said.
Miss Paul has been practicing
for the show since February. In
the second half of "Ice Horizons"
Miss Paul has the lead part of
"Olympla" in the Grecian number.
When she makes her first appearance In the ice show, Miss
Paul will be wearing "a long
white dress of chiffon and silver
lace with white chiffon flowing off
the shoulders." Clothing worn in
a "show" as compared with a competitive number, has "more rhlne..lones, glitter, and little extras,"
Placing fifth in the U.S. national
figure skating championship, In
196?, and first In the great lakes
senior lady championship, Miss
Paul knows the Importance of communicating with the audience." You
have to use your hands to get
people In the mood, and make use
of techniques like making your
skates move, or appear to flash,"
she said.
Professionals are skilled In this
area, and amateurs can do it,
"but It takes time to learn, Just
as it takes time for an actor
to learn how to use his voice
.ffectlvely," Miss Paul said.
But she Is not nervous, she Just
wants to show the audience what
she has accomplished In skating.
"There Is alw-iys anticipation, a
little bit of nervousness on opening night. No one has ever seen
the show before and then—here
•"e are!." she said with the sparkle of opening night in her eyes.
Performing In front of an audience is nothing new to Miss Paul.
She has danced ballet, Jazz, and
tap since she was three years
old.
She admits that falling during a
performance Is bad for a skater.
•If you fall, make the time on
the Ice short. Pick yourself up

and keep going, and try to forget
the past. If you have a strong finish people are going to appreciate
it," she said.
Constant Jumps and the feeling
of power make up the athletic
style of skating. Miss Paul's style
Is Just the opposite. "I suppose
you could say It is more the
fem'nlne ballet type. I have more
flow in between the moves, more
grace," she said.
Miss Paul has progressed in
figure skating, but Jam ?s Disbrow,
sophomore In the College of Education, has progresses In "free

with the Viennese waltz which
has the atmosphere of big ballrooms with formal dancing, yet all
the skaters enjoying themselves,"
he said.
He visualized the Viennese
waltz as "everybody gliding, floating, around the Ice with 16 lighted
candelabras on the ice to add
atmosphere."
In Miss Paul's Grecian number, "there are big pillars and
fire pots, and smoke to add the
mysticism associated with greek
mythology." Disbrow said.
Practicing from 7 pm. to 11

a production", has a double meaning. It not only refers to the
nine numbers, but it also refers
to experience Involved. It has taken Mr. David Dowry, and Mrs.
Rita I.owery, professional skating
instructors, seven years to have
their ice show in Troy, Ohio rated
tii; second best amateur show in
the country. "And now Bowling
Green gets their experience right
off the bat," Disbrow said.
It Is the Lowery's WIID decide
"which light goes where and at
what second it will be turned on,
and what props are to be painted
what color. They decide whether
a skater will turn a three turn
toward or away from the audience," Disbrow said.
Ice Horizons Is not a cheap
show. "The $10,000 budget for
the show Is only exceeded by Boston's amateur show which is rated
number one, and costs $20,000,"
Disbrow said.
As far as lighting and props are
concerned, It is comparable to a
professional show. The tightness
of the arena makes It mandatory
for lights to be moved In close,
which permits greater Intensity
and a better effect," Disbrow said.
The Lowery's experience with
this type of program "allows them
to anticipate where something may
go wrong, and correct It to prevent damaging result," Disbrow
said.

Why should a traditional
tattersall have a medallion
on the back?
It keeps the point properly centered and the front of the tie neater.
Colorful classic silk tattersall with
its British hunt inheritance adds
special dash to any traditional
wardrobe. Resilio, Empire State
Bldg. NY, N.Y. 10001.
P.S. All Resilio traditional ties have
a medallion on the back.

tesfl&y)
The University Shop

KATI WALKER, a high school student from Chicago, and Uni
versify sophomore James Disbrow, relax before tonight's performance in "Ice Horizons."

style." "I can do a few more Jumps
than she, an I In figures she can
trace (patterns) a lot better than
I. But basically we are equal In
talent," Disbrow said.
Disbrow has the lead in the last
production "Hoedown USA," which
features his solo and the solo of
his partner Katl Walker, a high
school student from Chicago. They
skate In a straight competitive
pair. Disbrow placed sixth in the
U.S. national men's figure skating
championship in 1967, and he and
Miss Walker were runner-up in
the U.S. national Junior pair skating competition.
"In the Hoelown, everybody is
having fun and my part adds a
kind of crisp country atmosphere.
Hoedown includes com edy and chorus skating. The whole show Includes something of interest for
everyone," Disbrow said.
Disbrow described Ice Horizons
as productions within a production. "The Russian production Is
cheery, but shows the seriousness
of Russian society. Compare this

pm. for the last few weeks, working three hours a day at the television studio, and pledging Sigma
Phi Epsllon, social fraternity, has
kept Disbrow busy. It Is easy to
see why "even if you have the desire and the drive to do well
after rehearsing you still have to
push extra hard during the performance."
Although Ardlth Paul Is more
excited than nervous about the
performance, Disbrow is more
concerned. "You would think after all the national and other competitions I have skated In, there
would be no nerves—but every time
the music comes on, the butterflies are there. It is all in the
anticipation of outdoing your previous performance," he said.
Disbrow does not think there will
ever be a perfect skater. "At
one time you are fantastic, and the
next time you will fall 100 times.
You have to accept the good and
the bad together," he said.
Dlsbrows description of Ice Horizons as being "Productions within

SCHOOL OF MUSIC TO GIVE
ST. MATTHEW'S PASSION
A free, public performance
of Bach's complete "Passion
of Our Lord According to St.
Matthew" will be given by the
Bowling Green State University School of Music,

WEDNESDAY, APR. 3.
Seldom given in its entirety
because of the musical force
necessary,
the
"Possion"
will be at 7 p.m. in the Bowling Green Junior High School
auditorium.
Faculty member William H.
Duvall, baritone, will portray
Jesus in the production, to be
conducted by Dr. Ivan Trus.
ler, director of choral activities at Bowling Green.
The performance will also feature guest soloist Denis Cowan,
former member of the Robert Wagner Chorale and currently oca
demic dean of Carroll College in Illinois.
Other soloists will be faculty members Marilyn Duffus, Sophie
Ginn, Warren Allen and Rex Eikum.
A children's choir comprised of youngsters taking part in the
School of Music's fine arts program, the Collegiate Chorale,
the A Cappello Choir and the University Symphony Orchestra
also will take part in the program.

Playtex* invents the first-day tampon
(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it's softer and silky (nut cardboardy >.
Inside: it's so extra absorbent.. .it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind...
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
Try it fast
Why live in the past?

i playtac

C%iS> tampons
""'■■'■L. ."i.""
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Med Students
Test. May 4

Classifieds
FOR SALE OR RENT
For Sale: White Triumph Spitfire
•64 Snowtlres, Luggage Rack, Tonneau Cover. $800. Call 354-4884,
7-9 a.m., after 7:30.
Apt. for rent. Summer months.
University Courts. 352-5552.
For Sale:
'67 Triumph Cycle
650 cc.
2,000 miles.
$1100.
Need cash. Call 352-5988.

MONDAY - AT THE C.I. ALWAYS
the low low prices, all day and all
night. You know what they are,
come on down.
Photographer needs models, girls
Interested In fashion modeling contact Paul, 414 Darrow. Experience
desirable but not necessary.
PHY TAU'S, you bring the flxln's
and we'll fix the stuff In's. The
ALPHA GAMS.

Kappa Sigma congratulates their
"A" volleyball team on winning
their 1st division. Fat City!
Wanted: Mile roommate for 2nd
8 weeks, Greenview Apts. 17, 3522293.
Wanted: a furnished apartment for
the summer - Cindy 320, Ph. 3250.

Congratulations Mark and Carol on
your engagement. Slg Pledges.

Happy Hour prices dally from lpm
All we serve are quarts of your
favorite beverage. Stroh's on tap.
This is the best buy in town. For
less than you would pay for two
bottles of beer any place else, you
can now buy a quart - only at J
Alfreds.

Congratulations! Emily and Jerry
on your pinning!
SAE Pledge
Class.

One or tvo girls needed to share
apartment .second eight weeks.
Call 352-5939.

1967 Triumph TR6C (650 cc motorcycle) dunstall exhaust system,
nice.
Call 354-3381 evenings.

Angels:
Beware April 1st - the
Cherubs are flying high!I

Furnished apt. available June 10
to Sept. 20. 522 N. Main.

Congratulations, Silvia and Terry
Beta Plnmates. The Beta Pledges.

Thurs. mtes at the C.I. - FINE
MUSIC plus BARGAIN PRICES on
as much as you want to drink, NO
flat charge on beverages

For Sale: '64 Chevy, 2 dr. Hrdtp,
V8 Automatic, New tires and
brakes, mags.
Contact Duane,
SAE House 2486. Must Sell!

Slg Ep Pledges say: ACTIVES
GET HIGH FOR BLACK SWAMP.

Apt. for rent April 1. Cheap.
Prefer grad student or married
couple. 318 N. Enterprise. Ph.
354-2762.
North Grove Gardens - 2 bedroom
furnished apt. $325 for both summer sessions. All utilities paid
except electric.
Call 353-5891
anytime.

Rooms for male students, Fall
or Sum ner near campus. 3527365.
Approved Rooms - June and Sept.
Men - Ph. 353-8241 after 3 p.m.

Dee and Kay, your Phi Mu littles
think you're great!

DU Pledgll say to the I.eroy Boys:
ALEA JACTA ESTI
UNION SPECIAL — Sat. only.
Steak dinner, ticket to Miss BG
Pageant, $3.50.
Ext. 2226 for
reservations.
Special Frl. and Sat., 1 dozen roses
$4.75, Cash and Carry. The Flower House, 428 E. Wooster.

ATTENTKJN FACULTY AND
MARRIED STUDENTS
STADIUM VIEW APARTMENTS
Campbell Hill Road, opposite B.C.
Stadium, Bowling Green's finest
new adult/family apartment community. Exceptionally large 1.
2, & 3 bedroom suites, 1 1/2
Si 2 baths, fully carpeted, fully
air conditioned, garages, swimming pool, cable T.V. Rentals
from $132 Includes all utilities
except electric. Open dally; Rental Representative on duty 9 a.m..
to 9 p.m. 353-5088 or 352-5766.
Bates & Springer, Inc. Mgrs.

Two students to ride with me to
Massachusetts during Easter Vacation. Share expenses. 352-5559.

Rooms for rent, for summer near
campus. $10/week. Call 352-5697.

Ellen, Jane and Jan pose a triple
threat to Conklln 4. Will Phil,
Max, and Dennis meet the challenge?

For Sale: 1966 Cutlass Convertible,
dark green, fully powered, excellent condition. Call ext. 3379.
Sublet - Summer: furnished apartment (2 bedroom) call 352-3245.
For Sale: 1965 Honda, 150 cc's
Sport.
Excellent shape. Call
Ron, 352-5725.
Quiet rooms for male students one for fall, tour tor summer.
Near campus. Mrs. Steldtmann
353-7574, evenings.

Wanted:
5559.

Apt. for sum ner. 352-

DZ Actives - Pledges say chocolates keep you on the go!
To all my new sisters - It's
great to be KD Pledge #23.

Exhibition of paintings by Robert
Foster, second floor of Library,
beginning March 28.
Comfort is having Donna for a
DZ Big.
MISS BG PAGEANT, Sat., March
30, 8 p.m., BGSU Grand Ballroom.
This coupon good this weekend for
25? off on a 12" or 15" pizza
from Dairy Twist.

Rent: Four men tor 1 house and/
or apt. for summer and fall quarter. Call 352-5239 or after 5:30,
354-9893.

Kappa Sigim Pledges Say: O.B.'s
Marauder's to OSU or Bust.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

Mouse, one week and a million
more. MM

Playing Weds, Thuri, Frl and Sat
of this week, the top band from
the Toledo area, THE OUT! AW &
yes, I said THE OUTLAWS. If
you haven't heard them before
DON'T miss them. Play MARCH
27, 28, 29, and 30th. You'll be
surprised when you see them.
Where? THE C.I. Always the best
music In town.

What's the matter Hayseed, losing
your pool prowess?
?-~-*?->

T.G.I.F. Time at the C.J. every
Frl. afternoon - 1-6 P.M. LARGEST Frosty In town only 15?
STRONGER beverages only 25?
HOT DOGS 10?

liOG: Hang In there, only 30 more
to go!
WANTED: Experienced swimming
pool supervisor for Woodvllle Village Pool. Send resums to: Sanford Price, 500 East Main, Woodvllle, Ohio 43469.
Maumee Comin>iter needs ride.
Call 893-8979 after 6 p.m.
Young Republicans Meeting Monday, April 1, at 8 p.m. In Alumnae Room. Speaker will be Mr.
Denver Eckert.
Full or part time cab drivers.
Call Davis Cab. Ph. 353-0481
after 6.
Help wanted: female housekeeper
and cook. Long hours and poor
pay, and little or no chance for
advancement. Ph. 352-5300 after
7 p.m.

Kappa Sigm.is say that Alpha Chi
Omegas make your meal more
enjoyable. Thanks for the dinner.
Mary Mi Good luck on your recital - Guess Who?
2 girls need ride to Fla. - April
5 anytime after 12 a.m. Will
help drive and share expenses.
Contact John ext. 2501.
Alpha XI Delta sez: We're high
for tea time, Kappa Slgs!
Gam na Phi Pledges say: "Actives
get high for the egg hunt!
Lost - Gold Alpha Phi Pen - reward offered - Call Peggy, 14
North - 2717.
Female Educ. Grad Student seeks
apt. and roommate - for both summer sessions. Write or phone Janice McCormick, 462 State St.
Apt. 3, Adrian, Michigan 49221.
Ph. (313) 265-2689.
Sisters of Phi Mu: Get high for
Saturday night and the formal!
Kappa Sigs - It's coming, it's
coming. March 30 - Get High!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MOM, Love
from the Sisters of Delta Delta
Nile.
Wanted: Ride to Ft. Lauderdale.
Contact Bob, Rm. 148, Ext. 2204.
Phi Mu & Delt Pledges - Let's
show those kids the best Easter
Egg hunt everl
How did the kid get hooked on a
dopey sophomore?
Mr. Davis - Good luck In "Ernest"
Diana and Jeanne.

Rides available to Fla. Call SharL
3124, Rm 141 from 4-5.

"ICE HORIZONS" Presented by
Bowling Green Skating Club. Over
200 Senior, University and Junior
skaters. 3 shows Friday and Sat.
Get tickets at Union, Ice Arena,
or from any Falconalr, I'alconette or University Club member.

XI's say - We're with the best
Betas and Zeebs, for the Progressive Dinner.

Big Bird Store: Have one hulluva
flight on your 21st! Dorf.

Gamma Phi Pledges think the Kappa Slg Pledges are Great.

Phi Mu Pledges: Have fun at the
Egg Hunt Sunday with the Delts!
Your Bigs!

Gwen, your Alpha Gam Sisters
wish you good luck Saturday.

$5 waiting at Student Activities
Office for person returning intact the red notebook left under
chair at Ferrante and Telcher
Sunday night. Reward doubled If
returned before Friday. (After
4:30 call Room 2251, ext. 3181).
Hey Twlnkly eyes, I love you ~
Your Lavaller-Mate.

Jimmy and Terry: Good luck in
the Ice Show! The Golden Heart
Pledges.
It's going to be a nice day SAT AFTERNOON. Come on down, dance &
enjoy BARGAIN PRICES - 1-6 P.M.
Where? The C.I. of course.

The Medical College Admission!
Test (MCAT) Is scheduled to «tel
administered May 4, with an April j
19 application deadline.
Each student taking the test wllll
receive an Individual report of hlsl
performance beginning with the|
May testing period.
The Association of American!
Medical Colleges lists several ad-1
vantages to taking this test tlfls|
spring Instead of In the fall.
Scores will be available to the I
medical schools earlier, thus allowing for prompter action on ap- (
plications.
The association reports that cri- I
terla have shown scores on the
spring t e st s to be consistent
higher than on tests taken in the
fall.
Additional material that
might be covered between the
spring and fall testing apparently
does not significantly affect)
scores.
Most medical schools when In- j
terpretlng MCAT scores take Into
consideration the course won:
completed at the time of testing.
If a student signs up for the
spring test but us unable to participate, he can still take it in
the fall.
However, If the fall
date Is missed, it may mean delaying application to a medical
school.
»

Pre-Med Society
Initiates 7
Seven members were initiate
Into Alpha Epsilon Delta, the International Pre-Med Honor Society,
Mach 20. Those initiated were
senior Thomas C. Kloth, Juniors
Richard D. Barker, John W. Strawman and Ralph C. Whalen.
Newly initiated sophomores
were Donald R. Ehman, Jr., David
W. Olson and Kenneth V. Hoff*
man Jr.
Election for officers will be held
at the April 3 meeting, J. Marvin
Rower, president, said.

We Have
Sports
Cars

For Just
About Everyone
4 SPEEDS
CORVETTES
SUPER-SPORTS
CAMAR0S
CHEVELLES
SS-427
BUCKET SEATS
RALLY SPORTS
CHEVY II
Also a fin* selection of

USED CARS

» WHERE MOVE GOING BECOMES AN EVENT!
MWiTS THE FINIS!
* SCDttN (Ml

fc

|,

Wi'~

I

| fUll SUM

TOtEDO-S NCWES! AND
MOST COMTOHTMU TWATKS
AT WMl TO WAU SCREim

'-'

* NEW CONCIPt Of IUXWT (NTIRTAINMINI

HKOiW. MJKMt M wtu„i. »■?»!.! «... . 4711141 TOIIDO O.

"ZHIVAGO'S" Laura meets "GEORGY
I GIRL'S" GUY in the Love Story of the Year
"FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD"
JULIE CHRISTIE TERENCE STAMP
Reserved Seats Available For All Performances
5th RECORD BREAKING MONTH
Winner of 10 Academy Awards

"GONE WITH THE WIND"

Clark Gable
Vivien Leigh
Tickets Available for All Performances
"One Ol The Yi-.u's Bly Hood
Show Successes" Toledo Blade

"CAMELOT"

Richard Hams
Vanessa Redgrave
Tickets Available For All Performances

Always a good selection of
New & Used Sports Cars at

RALPH THAYER
CHEVROLET
NORTH MAIN STREET
PH. 353-5751
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It s Happening This Weekend
lord Jim9 Featured
As Weekend Film

Miss Bowling Green
Contest Tomorrow
A new Miss Bowling Green will
be chosen Saturday, March 30,
from a field of 14 contestants.
The annual Miss Bowling Green
Pageant sponsored by the Bowling
Green Chamber of Commerce, will
begin at 8 p.m., In the University Union Grand Ballroom. University students vying for the
crown are Kathy L. Baumann,
freshman, college of liberal arts,
Sharon M. Becker, sophomore,
college of education, Oarlene K.
Darbyshlre, freshman, college of
liberal arts, January Z. Eckert,
sophomore, college of education,
Karen Ann Kerlek, sophomore,
college of education, Gwenl. Loeffler, freshman, college of education, Linda L. Marshall, freshman,
college of liberal arts and Beverly
J. Staat, sophomore, college of
education.
Two of the contestants Kathy
L. Baumann and Karen Ann Kerlek were first and second runnerups respectively in the 1968 Miss
Bowling Green State University
Pageant.
Along with attempting to become
Miss Bowling Green the contestants will be competing for $700
In scholarship awards and the right
♦o represent Wood County at the
Miss Ohio Pageant

§ Play Sold Out |
:•:
•:•
.;•
•;•
:-:
:•:
•:•:
:•:
§:
•:•

Tickets for "The Importance of Being Earnest" are
sold out. Unclaimed tickets
will be distributed before each
performitnce at 7 p.m. according to a waiting list.
Performances are scheduled for tonight through Sunday. Curtain time for all three
is 8:15.

Mrs. Warren W. Jaworski,
School of Music, a Miss Oregon
finalist will be mistress of ceremonies. Assisting Mrs. Jaworski
will be Mr. Frank Venner, WSPDTV newscaster and editor.
Miss Sharon Ann Martin, a University graduate and Miss Bowling
Green 1967, will crown her successor.
Tickets are on sale at the Union
information desk and will be available at the door the night of the
pageant. Price of the tickets are
$1 for adults and $.75 for children.
In conjunction with the Pageant,
the Pheasant Room located in the
Union is offering a special for
the Saturday pageant. A steak
dinner and one ticket to the pageant
may be purchased for $3.50. Reservations may be made by calling
extentlon 2226.

Chamber Music Concert Set
Faculty Chamber Music will be
presented at 8:15 p.m., Sunday,
In Recital Auditorium, Hall of Music.
School of music faculty performing are vlollst, Dr. Bernard
Linden, associate professor; Robert J. Moore, Instructor, bassoon;
Richard J. Cloffari, Instructor,
bass; and pianist, Miss Frances
Burnett, assistant professor.
Also participating are violinists,
Robert Sanov, assistant professor,
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Dr. Donald D. Simmons, Wood
<: County Prosecuting Attorney, will
:•: head a discussion on crime and its
causes and prevention at 11 a.m.,
Sunday, at the Unitarian House,
123 E. Court Street.
"Recently the Advisory Committee of the American Bar Association has proposed 'radical'
changes to be made by the legal
profession In an approach to the
treatment of crime.
There will be strange goings-on
"Instead of the standard maxim
behind Memorial Hall at 1 p.m.
Saturday the likes of which have 'let the punishment fit the crime,'
they suggest a more advanced prenever been seen here before.
cept:
'let the punishment fit the
Footballs, honest to goodness
American footballs, will be passed criminal,' " said J. A. Baty,
around In a most un-American spokesman for the group.
The validity of this proposal
manner as rugby comes to Bowlwill
be considered at this meet«ng Green for the first time.
For the past few weeks, a group ing, which is sponsored by the
Unltarlan-Unlversallst Fellowof enthusiasts have been meeting
In Memorial Hall trying to grasp ship.
"Whether crime is getting worse
the lntrlcasles of this sport, which
is rapidly gaining popularity In the
East and Mid-West.
Teams play regularly at schools
such as Michigan State, Ohio State,
and John Carrol in Cleveland.

BG Sport Scene

Dr. Edgar Towne, professor of
philosophy and religion at Flndlay
Jollege, will speak on "Resurrection and Commitment to the
Future" 5:30 p.m. Sunday at the
United Christian Fellowship Center.
Questions to be discussed are:
"In what consists our knowledge of
the resurrection?" and "Is 're*durrectlon' as meaningful In a
twentieth century category?"

GOP Delegate
To Tell Of Role
* "The delegate's role in the Mock
Convention," will be discussed
by Mr. Denver Eckert, president
of the Eckert Meat Packing Company, at 8 p.m., Monday, In the
Alumni Room of the Union.
Mr. Eckert, a delegate to the
Republican National Convention at
#San Francisco In 1964, is being
sponsored by the University's
Young Republican Club.

and Dr. Paul Makara, associate
professor; cellist, Peter Howard,
associate professor; clarinetist,
David Melle, instructor; Emanuel
Rubin, Instructor, horn; and Kathleen A. Moore, Junior In the College of Education, harpsichordist.
Works Included in the recital are
"Trio in F. Major," by Karl
Bach; "Pieces for Prepared Piano and Strings," by Mayuzuml;
and Schubert's "Octet In F Major,
Opus 166."

County Prosecutor Heads
Crime Discussion Sunday

Rugby Gome On

Prof To Spook
Soidoy At UCF

DARLENE K. Darby shire,
freshman in the College of
Liberal Arts is one of 14 contestants vying for Miss Bowling Green 1968. Miss Darbyshire is sponsored by Bob
Spence Buick, Bowling Green.

or not, It presents a dismal picture of the failure of all of us In
meeting the challenges of everyday
living.
Surely there is something that each of us, either individually or as part of a group,
can do to help the situation,"
Baty concluded.

Student Ploy Tryoots
To Bo Hold Monday
Tryouts for the three studentdirected one act plays, will be
held on Monday from 7-10 p.m.,
In Joe E. Brown Theatre.
The plays, which will be presented on April 20 are: "The
Comeback," directed by Jay Kettle r; "The World of Sholom Alelchem", directed by Bonnl Banyard; and "Bedtime Story", directed by James Erbe.

THE ALL
PURPOSE JACKET

"Lord Jim," the top box office
attraction of 1965, which grossed
more than any other picture that
year, will be shown this weekend
as part of the campus movie series.
Sponsored by the Union Activities Organization, "Lord Jim"
will be shown at 6 and 9:30 p.m.,
tonight and tomorrow In the main
auditorium of University Hall.
The movie concerns Itself with
a ship's officer who dreams of
the day when he will be tested
and able to prove himself, said
David I. Alex, movie chairman
of the Union Activities Organization. But in a momant of weakness,
he commits an act of cowardice
and is banned from Western
society.
Lord Jim's search for a second
chance takes him to the Jungles
of the East, where his courage
Is tried once again In time of
crisis.
Starring Peter O'Toole as Lord
Jim, the film was based on the
novel written by James Conrad.
"The screenplay has taken the
spirit of the book and worked the
plot In cinematic terms to create
a film that stands alone as a film

Sunday Recital
Flutist Mary L. Noonan, senior
in the College of Education, will
present a recital at 3 p.m. Sunday In Recital Auditorium.
Included in the recital are works
by Bach, Quantz, Debussy, Bournonvllle and Prokofleff.
Kathleen A. Moore, Junior In
the College of Education, will
assist Miss Noonan on the piano
and harpsichord. Also providing
assistance are cellist, Mary
Durell, senior in the College of
Education; and violinist, James
P. Rafferty, junior in the College
of Education.

and yet conveys the basic theme
of the man whose conscience motivates him so strongly that he
spends his life making reparation
for a brief act of cowardice,"
said Twyman Films, Inc.
Produced and directed by Richard Brooks, who received an award
for best producer from the Screen
Producers Guild, "Lord Jim" was
filmed in Hong Kong, Kowloon,
Cambodia and Angor Wat.

'Snowman' Falls
Tonight In Crypt
"Help—My Snowman Is Falling
Down" Is the film to be shown
at 10:15 tonight at the United Christian Fellowship Center.
The film is centered on a white
collar washer who feels cramped,
artless, and self-conscious in his
self-made cell, longing for relationship but afraid of too much.
A discussion pertaining to the
film, led by Dr. Allen N. Kepke,
assistant professor In speech, will
follow.

The Brothers
of
Kappa Sigma|
Say
Good Luck
To
All Falcon
Spring Sport
Teams.

LONDON GRAFICA ARTS
presents a One-Day

EXHIBITION and SALE

graphics
PICASSO
RKNOIR
OOYA

CHAGALL

SIZES 39-40

DUFY
DAUMIKR
OAUC-UIN
CASSAT
ROUAUI.T
TOULOUSELAUTREC

NAVY
TAN
BRITISH
TAN

and many others
Illuminated
Manuscripts & Maps
Publishers of
Contemporary
Printmakers

$1100

LITHOGRAPHS, ETCHINGS AND WOODCUTS

More than 400 items from $8 to $3000

532 E. Woostor *
Ph. 352-5165
Bowling Green

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
Art Building-Gallery
Monday; April 1, 1968
10am-7pm
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Future Questionable
For Falcon Golfers
By DENNY WHITE
Sports Writer
When coach Forrest Creason
was Interviewed Monday on the
golf outlook, he appeared a little
worried as he gazed out his Memorial Hall office window. He had

Just Around The Corner

good reason to be perturbed at
what he saw below. How could
the golfers practice for the opener
at Ohio State April 6 with a halffoot of snow stubbornly clinging to
the fairways and greens?
Here It Is, just four days later,
and It probably would not surprise
the coach to see some of the golfers coming to practice In "Bermudas" and short-sleeve shirts.
Yes, the snow has melted and
golf weather has arrived, at least
temporarily, and coach Creason Is
hoping It will last through next
week, because the squad needs as
much practice as It ca.. get.
Creason experienced his first
losing season last year in 11 seasons of coaching and thinks that
he can start another winning tradition if his three bottom Tien come
through. His three aces are Tom
3ohardt, the defending M.A.C.
champion, Mike McCullough, the
number one man last spring, and
Greg Monroe, a letterman with a
5-5 record last year.
This trio can play along with
anybody In the M.A.C., but the
Other three starting positions are
up for grabs.
Sophomores Sid Rodeheffer,
Rodney Hill, Dave Traphagen, and
Bob Erdmon will have to get their
golf games up to Varsity standards quickly In order to qualify
for one of the openings. The final
threesome has more experience,
headed by senior Mike Lott, and
Including juniors Norm Fisher and
Jim Sevlng.
Lack of depth beyond the top
three, the lnellglblllty of two lettermen, and the overall strength
of the Mld-Amerlcan Conference,
limit the Falcons' chances of Improving the 6-14-1 record of a year
ago.
At least the greensmen have the
weather on their side, but that Is
likely to change before the opener
when they meet what could be
triple trouble lnOhlo State, Miami,
and Cincinnati at Columbus.

Spring Football Drills Begin
Monday For 90 Candidates
i ne University will kick off
Its 1968 spring football drills Monday with a total of 90 players
scheduled to report for the opening session.
The Falcons will move Into the
spring drills with a total of 21
letter men back from last year's
team that compiled a 6-4 overall
record yet finished In fifth place
In the Mld-Amerlcan Conference
with a 2-4 mark.
Last season, the Falcons defeated Quantlco Marines, Dayton,
Kent State, Marshall, Northern
Illinois and Los Angeles State
while finishing on the short end
against Western Michigan, Toledo,
Miami and Ohio University.
The University will move Into
the 1968 spring practice sessions
with a new coach as Don Nehlen
has taken over for Bob Gibson,
who resigned following the 1967
season. For the past three seasons,
Nehlen has been Bowling Green's
defensive coordinator.
Looking ahead to the spring
drills, Nehlen said, "The biggest
problem we face Is coming up with
a consistent offensive line. We
will take several of our good freshman linemen, Including Larran
Meador, Mark Meckes, Tom Kahn,
Joe Shocklee, Bob Bright, Bill
Roeder, Jack McKenzle and Harold
Fout, and give them a shot at the
offensive line posts."
While the offensive line Is
Nehlen's most pressing problem,
he also foresees problems In the
defensive backfleld and defensive
line, where the Falcons suffer from
a lack of depth.
One bright spot has to be the
offensive backfleld with the major-

Soccer Meeting!
•jj There will be an organlza:•: tlonal meeting for spring soc•:•: cer Wednesday In 202 Mem:j; orlal Hall, announced Jack
:•: Hess. All Interested persons
•:•' are Invited to attend.
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After three great seasons, 196264, that saw the Falcons compile a 34-5-0 record, Bowling
Green's tennis team slumped to
a 3-10 slate In 1965 then bounced
back above the .500 mark In 1966
with a 7-5 mark.
Last year's Bowling Green
racketmen compiled a 7-4 record
In dual meet competition and finished In third place In the MldAmerlcan Conference Championships.
This season, the Falcon netters
figure to be at least that good as
Coach Bob Keefe has five lettermen, Guenter Herold, Bob I.empert, Mike MUler, Dan Norris and
Trevor Weiss, back from last
year's club.
The Falcons chances will be
further helped along with the addition of two top-flight sophomores,
Mike Costello and Dennis Cavanaugh, plus Dave Parker, who was
a member of the 1967 squad but
failed to letter.
Miller, playing as the Falcons
No. 1 man in 1967, compiled a
9-4 record while Herold also finished with a 9-4 mark while playing the fifth and sixth positions.
Lempert, Weiss and Norris ended

up with 6-6, 5-7 and 1-3 records
respectively but this trio should
be Improved with another year of
court experience.
Costello was the No. 1 man on
Bowling Green's freshman squad
last year while Cavanaugh was
the No. 2 man. However, Cavanaugh, who was the Michigan high
school doubles champion two years
ago, will probably see most of
his action In the doubles competition.
All In all, Bowling Green's tennis
program figures to be strengthened
this season with overall depth and
the addition of several good players

*'l

making the difference.
In 12 years, coach Keefe hasl
led Bowling Green's netters to one I
first place, two thirds, seven!
fourths, one fifth and one sixth
In Mid- American Conference |
competition.
For Keefe, who enters his 13th I
season as Bowling Green's tennis
coach with a 74-72-1 record and |
the distinction of being the only
fulltime tennis coach that the university has had since World War
II, this team figures to be his
best squad since the 1964 unit
went undefeated and won the MidAmerican title.
O. |

Intramural Notes
Preliminary Intramural swimming events will be held Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. Finals are scheduled for Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
Entries for the lntram iral softball are now available from fraternity and dormitory athletic
chairmen. Entries are due April
5. Play begins April 17 following
spring vacation. Off-Campus students may secure entries from the
IM Office.
The "Why Nots" of Bromfleld
Hall won the first All-Campus
Curling Tournament completed
last week at the Ice Arena. They
defeated Compton Hall In the final
match, 7-2.
Members of the winning team
were: Rich Taraschke, Gene Bell,
Randy Cllmo and Bruce Birr.
Eleven teams entered the tournament.

HERE'S ONE ■■ Bowling Groon junior tennis oce, Mike Miller
returns a drive here. Miller was the Falcons number on* manQ
last year as a sophomore, sharing the position with Ron Carroll.

lty of last year's performers back
for another season. Veteran Bob
Zlmpfer, who led the Falcons In
rushing last season with 538 yards,
plus Fred Mathews and Ed Colettl
should take care of the halfback
posts with letter winners Charles
Radlch and Steve Lannlng at fullback.
Looking at the quarterback situation, Nehlen said, "P.J. Nyltray
will get the first shot followed
very closely by Terry Bork and
Vern Wlreman. The one who performs best during the spring drills
will get the job. Basically, I'm
going with Just one quarterback."
Nehlen, who quarterbacked the
Falcons himself from 1955-57,
stated that "the starting quarterback has got to feel that the Job
Is his."

War Declared On
NBA By Houston
HOUSTON (AP)'-- The Houston
Mavericks, declaring all out war
against the National Basketball
Association, offered Elvln Hayes
$750,000 Thursday to play three
years for Houston.
Hayes, University of Houston
All-Amerlcan and college player of
the year, signed Wednesday with
the San Diego Rockets of the NB \
for an estimated $440,000 for four
years.
T. C. Morrow, president of the
Mavericks of the new American
Basketball Association, said at a
news conference Hayes' signing
with San Diego came as a surprise.
"We did not think he would sign
until he had at least talked to
us and refused our offer," Morrow
said. "We tried to contact him
all day Wednesday."
"This is all out war," tne oilman added. "The Elvln Hayes
story Is continuing. There will
be lots of Elvln Hayes stories
before we are through.''

{yfi/fi/f/y awt&sa&uv n///tt fi&m Sfwf/
II the house treasury is low ami I ho draws
on tlir Iron I window arc a drag, here's a
slunl in keep in mind.
lake an <>l>l slier! (IMTIUIIM* vour roommates) ami nit ii to fit tin- window.
Now set your work aside lor a moment, am
have a Srhlitz. Sehiitz is pure lieer. carefully hrewed lo eliminate "lieer bite."
Hark in tIn- window. Should vour

roommate nbjeel In your using her sheet
(she shouldn't hut she may), simply collect
all the empty Selllitz can- left over from the
last lieer party. Punch holes in the cans and
Siring them on wires across the window,
^on II toil onl\ have a very "in" window.
hul you'll he pleasantlv surprised at
the number ol guys who'll offer In
help make some more drape-.

• ll/fe/t t/mi'/r ottf ty<*A'n/f/j. umt/f/ur /v ft a##d Ac/tyf/wr/ted.
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